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ON TENSOR PRODUCT OF VECTOR MEASURES 
IN LOCALLY COMPACT SPACES 
MILOSLAV DUCHOST, Bratislava 
Introduction. In this article we are concerned with some properties of vector 
measures in the product of two locally compact spaces, assuming we are given 
a Borel vector measure on each of the factor spaces. Our approach is that 
used in [14] and [2], 
We prove, for example, that if // and v are regular vector Borel measures 
on the locally compact spaces X and Y, then there exists one and only one 
vector regular Borel measure o on X x Y which extends the inductive tensor 
product [JL § v of ii and v. This result is useful in the case whenever the Borel 
sets fail to ,,multiplycc, because in such a case, if /u and v are Borel measures, 
the product ju X v, resp. [i ® v, resp. / * ® y a s defined in [1], [13], [7], resp. 
[10], resp. [8], [9], may fail to be a Borel measure for want of sufficient domain. 
1. Natations and preliminaries. Let X be a locally compact (Hausdorff) 
topological space. The class of Baire sets in X is the sigma ring generated 
by the compact 6.Y s, and is denoted ^ 0 ( - ^ ) - The class of Borel sets in X is 
the sigma ring generated by the compact sets, and is denoted 38(X). The 
class of weakly Borel sets in X is the sigma ring generated by the closed 
(or equivalently, open) sets, it is a sigma algebra, and is denoted 3SW(X). 
This terminology is drawn from [1] and [13]. 
If S and T are any two sigma rings, the S x T denotes the sigma ring gen­
erated by all ,,rectanglescc of the form E X F, with ,,sides" in S and T, re­
spectively [1, Theorem 35.2] or [13, p. 140]. 
For any pair of locally compact spaces X and Y, the following relations 
hold: 
(1) a0(X) X @o(Y) = @o(X X Y) [1, p . 179 or 13, p . 222] . 
(2) &(X) X 8(Y) <= <%(X X Y) [1, p. 118] . 
(3) £W(X) X SW(Y) c &W(X X Y) [1, p. 118] . 
In general, the inclusion in (2) or (3) is proper (cf. [13, p . 261] and [14]). 
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For the rest of the paper, M and N denote locally convex spaces with a to-
pology defined by a family {| • 1̂ } p eP, {| • \q}, qeQ of seminorms, respecti-
vely; M and fit denote their completion, respectively. 
Let St(X) be a ring of subsets of X and JLI : 0t(X) -> M an additive set function. 
We say that ju is regular if for any E e &(X) and for any s > 0 there exists 
for every p e P, a compact set C in 8$(X) and an open set U in &(X) with 
O c # c £/ such that 
IM#)li> < £ 
for every H in St(X) with He U _ G (cf. [3], [4], [5], [6] and [15]). 
A vector Baire measure on X is a vector measure //o : 8$o(X) -> M. A vector 
Borel, resp. weakly Borel measure on I is a vector measure ju : 3$(X)-> M, 
resp. SSW(X) -> M . 
I t is known that every vector Baire measure is regular ([15, Lemma 1] or [6]) 
and there exists a unique regular Borel, resp. regular weakly Borel measure 
Ik : 38(X) -> M, resp. SSW(X) -> M such that p(E) = ti0(E) for E e &0{X). 
Proposition. If ii is a regular vector Borel measure extending a vector measure 
[xo • SSo(X) -> M, then ii takes its values in M. 
Proof. For every continuous linear functional x' e M' we have, for a suitable 
real number t, 
X'[AO(BO) ^ t for every B0 e 3&o(X) . 
Since x'p is a regular Borel scalar measure, for every Borel set B, there exists 
a Baire set FV such that X'II (B/\FX') = 0 [1, Sect. 68]. Hence x'ju (B) = 
%'f* (Fx') = %7*0 (FX') ^ t for every Be^(X). Therefore every closed 
half-space in M containing {JUO(BO) : Bo e &0(X)} contains {[JL(B) : BeSS(X)}. 
2. Inductive tensor product of two regular vector Borel measures. The in-
ductive tensor product of two vector Baire measures JLCO : &o(X) -> M and 
VQ : &o(Y)-+ N (according to [10]) is the unique vector measure ^o d> ̂ o with 
values in M ® N (the inductive tensor product of M and N [18], cf. [12] or 
[17] where this is called the topology of bi-equicontinuous convergence) 
on the sigma ring SSo(X) X &o(Y) such that 
(A*o <§> vo) (E xF)= fj,o(E) <§> v0(F) 
for all Baire sets E in X and F in Y. 
From the relation (1) we have at once 
Theorem 1. If juo is a vector Baire measure on the locally compact space X with 
values in M and vo is a vector Baire measure on the locally compact space Y with 
values in N, then the inductive tensor product vector measure juo d> vo is a Baire 
vector measure on the product topological space X X Y with values in M ® N. 
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As to the inductive tensor product of the regular Borel vector measures fx 
and v, it is according to [10] the unique vector measure ju, ® v on the sigma 
ring SS{X) X 3S{ Y) with values in M ® N such tha t 
{p ® v) {E x F) = JLL{E) § i>(F) 
for all Borel sets i.7 in X and F in F . 
Now if /no and ô are the Baire restrictions of JU and v, respectively, then the 
inductive tensor product of JLIO and vo, namely /no ® vo, is according to Theorem 1 
a Baire vector measure on X X Y. 
If Borel sets do not multiply, pi ® v fails to be a vector Borel measure, but 
there is a regular vector Borel measure Q on X X Y, namely the unique 
extension of ju,o d) vo to a regular vector Borel measure; this always exists 
([15, Lemma 1] or [6, Theorem 5]). We must prove tha t Q is an extension 
of jLi ® *>. Proving this, we may use the procedure used in [14] and [2]. 
Theorem 2. If /j,: @t{X) -> M and v : &{ Y) -> N are regular vector Borel 
measures on the locally compact spaces X and Y, respectively, then there exists 
one and only one regular vector Borel measure on X X Y with values in M ® N 
which extends ju 0 v. This measure is simply the measure Q described above. 
I t is useful to prove a slightly more general result which we shall need in 
the sequel (cf. [2] and [14]). 
Theorem 3. Let X and Y be locally compact spaces and suppose that r is 
a vector measure on the sigma ring £8{X) x £8{Y) with values in M such that 
(i) for each compact set C\ in X, the correspondence 
E2->r{d xE2) {E2e^{Y)) 
is a regular vector Borel measure on Y with values in M, and 
(ii) for each compact set C2 in Y, the correspondence 
Ei->r (Ki X C2) (F/i G3%{X)) 
is a regular Borel vector measure on X with values in M. Then r may be extended 
to one and only one regular Borel measure Q on X X Y with values in M. 
Proof . The uniqueness of o follows from the fact that the domain of defi-
nition of r includes the Baire sets o f l x I7 (cf. formula (1) and [15, Lemma 1] 
and [6, Theorem 5]). 
The restriction of r to the class of Baire sets of X X Y is a Baire vector 
measure TO. Let Q be the unique regular Borel extension of To which exists 
according to [15] or [6]. 
Our problem is to show that 
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(*) Q{E) = r(E) 
for all sets E in @(X) X SS(Y). 
I t is sufficient to show that for every continuous functional x' in M' 
(**) X'Q(E) = x'r(E) 
for all sets E in SS(X) x 38(Y). Clearly we may suppose that X'Q and x'r are 
real-valued measures; X'Q is a finite regular Borel measure, therefore the upper 
variation (X'Q)+ and the lower variation (X'Q)~ of X'Q are finite non-negative 
regular Borel measures (cf. [5, § 15, Prop. 23] or [11, I I I . 5. 12]). 
By (i) for each compact set C± in X, the correspondences 
E2-> (tf'T)+(d x E2) , E2-> (^T)-(Oi X E2), 
(E2 e 38( Y)) are regular Borel measures on Y; similarly, by (ii) for each compact 
set O2 in Y, the correspondences 
# i -> (x'r)+(Ey X C2), # i - > (x'r)~(E1 X O2) , 
(Ei E SS(X)), are regular Borel measures on X. Now Q and r agree on the Baire 
sets of I X 7 both being extensions of To, hence we may pose (x'r)+ = (X'Q)+, 
(x'r)~ = (X'Q)~{OT Baire sets in X X Y. Since Theorem 3 holds for non-negative 
measures (cf. [2, Theorem 3]), we have (x'r)+ = (X'Q)+, (x'r)~ = (X'Q)~ for 
all Borel sets in X x Y, therefore 
X'Q(E) = x'r(E) 
for all sets E in &(X) x @(Y). 
Theorem 3 is proved. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. We apply Theorem 3 to the product vector measure 
T = J M § V ; conditions (i) and (ii) are verified using the fact tha t 
T(F/i X E2) = p(E!) ® v(E2), \r(Ei x E2)\lq = \/*(Ei)\p \v(E2)\Q 
for all rectangles with Borel sides. 
The next theorem shows that if fi ® v is nonzero, then no regular Borel 
extension of fi ® v is possible, unless /LC and v are both regular (cf. [14]). 
Theorem4. / /there exists a nonzero regular vector Borel measure Q : £%(X x F ) - > 
-> M ® N which extends fx ® v, then both /u and v are regular. 
Proof . (Cf. [14]). If Q is a regular Borel extension of fi § v, it is a regular 
extension of the Baire measure JLCO ® vo. I t follows from Theorem 2 that Q 
extends fi ® v', where p! and v are the regular Borel extensions of \io and vo, 
respectively. Hence fi ® v' = fi § v, and thus 
^'(F/i) § ^'(F;,) = ^(F7i) § v(E2) 
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for all Borel sets E\ in X and E2 in Y. Since Q, and hence /n ® v, are nonzero, 
it follows that ju = / / and v = / . 
From Theorem 2 we have 
Theorem 5. Let M be nuclear ([12, I I . 2.1] or [17, III . 7.1]). If p : 3S(X)-> M 
and v : &( Y) -> N are regular vector Borel measures on the locally compact 
spaces X and Y, respectively, then there exists one and only one regular vector 
Borel measure on X X Y with values in M ® N (M ® N denotes the projective 
tensor product, cf. [12] or [17]), which extends p % v. This measure is the measure Q 
defined as in Theorem 2. 
From Theorem 4 we have 
Theorem 6. Let M be nuclear. If Q : 8§(X X Y) -> M <g> N is a nonzero 
regular vector Borel measure on X X Y which extends p ® v, then both ju and v 
are regular. 
Proof of Theorems 5 and 6. If M is nuclear then M ® N and M ® N are 
topological isomorphic [17, IV. 9.4, Corollary 2]. 
A bilinear mapping U : M X N -> L, where L is a locally convex space, 
is said to be hyper continuous, if the linear mapping induced by it on M ® N 
is continuous under the inductive tensor topology (cf. [18]). 
Theorem 2 gives the following 
Theorem 7. Let U : M X N -> L be a hypercontinuous bilinear mapping 
and L be a (sequentially) complete space. If JH, : $fi(X)-> M and v : £$(Y)-> N 
are regular vector Borel measures on the locally compact spaces X and Y, respec-
tively, then there exists one and only one regular Borel vector measure Q on X x Y 
with values in L for which 
D(Ki x E2) = U(fjJ(El), v(E2)), Ei e &(X), E2 e &( Y) . 
Proof . If Q is the unique regular Borel vector measure on X X Y with 
values in M § N which extends /u, ® v from Theorem 2 and U is a mapping 
induced by U, we define a set function Q : 3§(X) X £§( Y) -> L as follows: 
Q(G) = U(Q(G)) , G e @(X) x£$(Y); 
o is a regular vector Borel measure on X x Y with values in L [11, IV. 10.8]. 
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